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Dear Madame/Sir,
Your success is our success. When we implement new machines and lines together to
offer your customers high-quality food and pharmaceuticals, we are just as excited about it
as you are. During the past months, we have successfully completed numerous projects,
and have compiled a small selection in this edition of our pack insights newsletter.
You can read about many more success stories on our new website. Stop by and browse
through the fascinating reference projects.
Building up on the past successes, we will continue to offer you leading process and
packaging technology from a single source – and are looking forward to our next joint
projects!
Enjoy reading.
Your pack insights editorial team
www.boschpackaging.com

Food

Start-Up YouBar takes a
healthy bite into packaging
automation
YouBar delivers customized protein bar
solutions with an automated feeding and
packaging line from Bosch.
Read more >

Handled with care: Packaging
Nairn’s gluten free
New Nairn’s gluten free factory relies on
Bosch Packaging Technology’s extra gentle
handling system to package cookies and
crackers.
Read more >

Attracting new consumers with
new pack style for coffee
Melitta boosts sales in Brazil with full-corner
sealed flexible packaging.
Read more >

New website for cartoning and
case packing solutions
We are happy to announce our new online
information platform which is a showcase
for our cartoning and case packaging
solutions.
Read more >

Pharma
ALF 5000 wins German
Packaging Award 2018
Bosch’s filling and closing machine for vials
and ampoules convinces with high output
rates and process safety.
Read more >

Let’s automate!
For a large manufacturer of blow-fill-seal
products, Bosch Packaging Technology
successfully adapted an existing packaging
line.
Read more >

First Industry 4.0 project in
Latin America
EMS, the largest pharmaceutical laboratory
in Brazil, has chosen Bosch to digitize its
manufacturing units.
Read more >

Risk-based qualification in the
GMP area is both an
opportunity and a challenge
With a risk-based approach effort and costs
of GMP-compliant qualification can be
reduced without loss of quality.
Read more >

Formulation development: help
customers help themselves
With a lot of experience and know-how,
Bosch helps bring pharmaceuticals to
market faster.
Read more >

Service
Embedded Engineer –
Dedicated support by your
side
Design your personal Embedded Engineer
Program and benefit from the expert
knowledge of a Bosch service engineer
based at your site.
Read more >

Corporate News

Bosch Packaging Technology
and ASPIRx to set up
partnership in Ghana
On the occasion of the German Chancellor
Angela Merkel’s tour to Africa, Bosch
Packaging Technology and ASPIRx Ltd,
Ghana, have agreed to form a partnership
to produce pharmaceuticals.
Read more >

Meet Bosch at Pack Expo
International Chicago 2018
Explore our Pack Expo 2018 Website and
learn more about what equipment will be on
display.
Read more >

Bosch Packaging Technology
auf der Healthcare Packaging
Expo 2018
Healthcare Packaging Expo takes place in
Chicago from October 14 to 17, 2018.
Read more >

Bosch Packaging at CPhI
worldwide 2018 in
Madrid/Spain
CPhI is just around the corner - from
October 9 to 11, Bosch Packaging
Technology showcases its laboratory
expertise for oral solid dosage (OSD) forms.
Read more >
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